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The Savage Wind Blade Wolf was so frightened that a few piggies jumped onto its body and bit it. The 

Savage Wind Blade Wolf cried out in pain, “Wu Wu, I’m not playing anymore. The baby wants to go 

home. It’s too scary!”! 

 

 

The other two savage wind blade wolves were not any better. Although their spiritual power was 

superb, they had never seen a puppet before. They did not know where to start, therefore, they were 

beaten up by puppet No. 1 and Puppet No. 2 until they cried out in pain. 

 

 

Yun chujiu was very satisfied with the combat strength of Puppet No. 1 and Puppet No. 2. These things 

might not be very effective against humans, but they were really too powerful against demonic beasts. 

The damage of wind blades and fireballs on the puppets was really limited, it was really great! 

 

 

Well, the spiritual power of the piglets was not bad. It seemed that they could not be judged based on 

their appearance alone. The cute piglets were also very powerful! 

 

 

Seeing that the beating was almost over, yun chujiu said, “Number one, number two, you guys stop first. 

I will communicate with the three little dogs in a friendly manner.” 

 

 

The current state of the three wild wind blade wolves could be said to be worlds apart from before. Just 

a moment ago, they were still showing off their arrogance. Now, all of them were grimacing in pain. 

Their eyes were flickering, and they wanted to take the opportunity to escape. 

 

 



Yun chujiu naturally understood their intentions. She sneered and said, “Don’t think about escaping. My 

two puppets won’t be tired even if they run for ten days and ten nights. Can you do it?” 

 

 

The three wild wind blade wolves were instantly discouraged. They would be exhausted in three days, 

let alone ten days. 

 

 

“Come, let’s continue talking about the deal. Don’t worry, I’m a very kind person. If you don’t agree, I 

won’t let my puppets kill you. At most, I’ll cut off your ears and tails, beat you half to death, cut dozens 

of times on your bodies, and sprinkle some salt on you. That’s all.” 

 

 

The three wild wind blade wolves were on the verge of tears. If you were to do this, you might as well 

kill us! How despicable! If we had known that this little girl was so perverted and so despicable, we 

wouldn’t have attacked her! 

 

 

Unfortunately, it was too late to say anything now. We could only listen to what she had to say about 

the deal. 

 

 

“Establish a temporary contract with me and bring me to the poisonous river. As a reward, I’ll tell you a 

secret. Also, after the deed is done, I’ll give you some medicinal pills to stop the bleeding and to 

strengthen your spiritual power. How about it? Isn’t it worth it? “Hurry up, which one of you three will 

go first? There’s a limited number of pills. The one who establishes a contract with me first will get an 

extra bottle.”Yun chujiu revealed a typical wolf grandmother smile. 

 

 



The three wild wind blade wolves thought to themselves. Since they couldn’t run away anyway, they 

would have to submit sooner or later. Why not be the first and get an extra bottle of pills? Thus.., the 

three useless goods scrambled to establish a temporary contract with Yun Chujiu. 

 

 

Yun chujiu pretended to sigh. “I am the most soft-hearted person. Since you are all so enthusiastic, I will 

give you some more pills. Come, you come first.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu pointed at a wild wind-blade wolf. That guy immediately took the initiative to establish a 

spiritual connection with Yun Chujiu. After Yun chujiu used the beast-controlling technique, the 

temporary contract was completed. 

 

 

Yun Chujiu did the same thing with the other two wild wind blade wolves and also established the 

temporary contract. 

 

 

At this time, the sky was already beginning to brighten. Yun chujiu simply sat on the back of a wild wind 

blade wolf and let them head to the river. 

 

 

On the way, Yun Chujiu repeated the story about Qi Ling. The three wild wind blade wolves were also so 

angry that they gritted their teeth. This Qi ling was really too vicious. 

 


